What is Life?

Biological Life in Culture and Literature

Explores the representations of biological life in literature, science, philosophy, film and art.

Tuesdays and Thursdays 11:00-12:15

Meets Comm-B and Literature requirements.

Counts toward the European Studies Certificate and the Health and Humanities Certificate.

Contact: Professor Jan Miernowski

jmiernow@wisc.edu
Course designations and attributes:

- Optional 3 or 4 credits (students signed up for the 4th credit will fulfill the Comm-B requirement)
- Provides the opportunity to meet the Premedical Humanities Intensive Writing Requirement. For details see: https://www.med.wisc.edu/education/md-program/admissions/premedical-requirements/ (requirement # 7).
- Breadth attribute: literature
- Humanities requirement
- Instructional mode: ă REUTERS
- Level: Intermediate
- Language of instruction: English
- Requisites: none
- Counts toward the European Studies Certificate
- Counts toward the Health and Humanities Certificate

Meeting Time and Location: TR 11:00-12:15 ; 4th Comm-B credit: TBA

Credit Hours:

The 3-credit option: the class meets 2 times per week (on TR) for 75 minutes each time.

The 4-credit Comm-B option: in addition to the 2 weekly class meetings of the course, students who chose the Comm-B option will meet for one 50-minute additional discussion per week.

Instructor: Prof. Jan Miernowski
760 Van Hise Hall
jmiernow@wisc.edu